
Troop Number:  ____________________   _  

Please have the boys of your troop choose their 10 favorite camporee themes for future fall 
and spring camporees. Rank them from 1 to 10 with 1 being their first choice. They may 
include their own ideas in the provided spaces below in their rankings.  

____ The Amazing Race Camporee - Based on the Amazing Race television series  

____ Are You Tougher than a Boy Scout Camporee - Based on the National Geographic show  

____ Automotive Camporee - This Camporee celebrates Auto Racing. It involves push car races and  

      opportunities to work on the Automotive Maintenance Merit Badge. 

____ Backpacking High Adventure Camporee - Learn backcountry skills  

____ Chills and Thrills Winter Camporee – Winter themed events. 

____ Cooking/Iron Chef Camporee - Involves camp kitchen skills and cooking competitions  

____ CSI - Crime Scout Investigator Camporee - Scouts will gather and analyze evidence to solve a  

      mystery  

____ Duck Dynasty Camporee - The events will reflect the Duck Dynasty TV show  

____ Engineering Camporee - Activities and challenges will focus on engineering  

____ Geocaching Camporee - Will fulfill most of the requirements for the Geocaching Merit Badge  

____ Gladiator's Challenge Camporee - Gladiator competitions will test physical fitness, sportsmanship, team  

      work, creativity, and each gladiator's determination to succeed. 

____ Highlander Games Camporee – Competing in traditional Scottish Highlander games.  

____ Hunger Games Camporee - Based on the movie "Hunger Games"  

____ Leave No Trace Camporee - Explore ways to work with the environment and enjoy the outdoors while 

      following the principles of "Leave No Trace".  

____ Medieval Camporee – Scouts compete in medieval games. 

____ Mission Impossible Camporee - Secret agents doing their best to accomplish challenging ''Night Missions".  

____ Monster Garage Camporee - Involves the design, construction, and racing of downhill and push cars.  

____ Monster Mash Camporee – Halloween themed camporee 

____ Orienteering Camporee - Will fulfill most of the requirements for the Orienteering Merit Badge  

____ Pioneering Camporee - Tournament of Events that will test scouts abilities in knots and lashings  

____ Punkin Chunkin Camporee - The Camporee will involve hurling a pumpkin as far as you can.  

____ Scout Olympics Camporee - Events are a mixture of scout-skills and contests related to Olympic events  

____ Search and Rescue Camporee - Will fulfill most of the requirements for the Search and Rescue Merit Badge  

____ Spy vs. Spy Camporee – Carrying out secret missions, James Bond Style. 

____ Surviving World War II Camporee - All events are dedicated to remembering the training and service of  

      World War II veterans. 

____ Survivor Camporee - Based on the Survivor television series  

____ Teamwork Camporee - Competitions will be patrol based and the key to success is teamwork  

____ Top Shot Camporee - Shooting competition both on and off the range interspersed with scout skills  

____ Water Camporee - A summer event with only water type activities  

____ When Pigs Fly Camporee - Scouts will put their Scout skills to use while having a fun-filled, pig- themed 

day.  

____ Wilderness Survival Camporee - Focused on wilderness survival and will require scouts to demonstrate 

      their ability to remain safe in challenging conditions. 

____ Zombie Camporee – Events allow scouts to navigate the post apocalyptic zombie world. 
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